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Abstract

Aim: When selecting treatments for type 2 diabetes (T2D), it is important to consider

not only efficacy and safety, but also other treatment attributes that have an impact

on patient preference. The objective of this study was to examine preference

between injection devices used for two weekly GLP-1 receptor agonists.

Materials and Methods: The PREFER study was an open-label, multicentre, random-

ized, crossover study assessing patient preference for dulaglutide and semaglutide

injection devices among injection-naïve patients receiving oral medication for type

2 diabetes. After being trained to use each device, participants performed all steps of

injection preparation and administered mock injections into an injection pad. Time-

to-train (TTT) for each device was assessed in a subset.

Results: There were 310 evaluable participants (48.4% female; mean age, 60.0 years;

78 participants in the TTT subgroup). More participants preferred the dulaglutide

device than the semaglutide device (84.2% vs. 12.3%; P < 0.0001). More participants

perceived the dulaglutide device to have greater ease of use (86.8% vs. 6.8%;

P < 0.0001). After preparing and using the devices, more participants were willing to

use the dulaglutide device (93.5%) than the semaglutide device (45.8%). Training par-

ticipants to use the dulaglutide device required less time than the semaglutide device

(3.38 vs. 8.14 minutes; P < 0.0001).

Conclusions: Participants with type 2 diabetes preferred the dulaglutide injection

device to the semaglutide injection device. If patients prefer a device, they may be

more willing to use the medication, which could result in better health outcomes.

Furthermore, a shorter training time for injection devices may be helpful in busy clini-

cal practice settings.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

A recently published consensus report by the American Diabetes

Association1 and the European Association for the Study of Diabetes

describes patient preference as a “major factor driving the choice of

medication” for patients with type 2 diabetes (T2D).2 This consensus

report emphasizes that patient preference is influenced by a wide

range of treatment attributes including route of administration and

injection devices. These attributes can prevent some patients from

using a medication even if the medication has proven efficacy. Fur-

thermore, patient preference can have an impact on treatment adher-

ence, which contributes to treatment outcomes.3-9 Therefore, when

making treatment decisions for patients with T2D, it is important to

consider not only efficacy and safety, but also other treatment attri-

butes which have an impact on patient preference.

A growing body of literature has examined patient preferences

among glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) receptor agonists,10 which are

often recommended for glycaemic control in patients with T2D.2

Medications in this class have been shown to have efficacy for lower-

ing HbA1c with a low risk of hypoglycaemia and a potential benefit of

weight loss.11-14 One of the most commonly prescribed weekly GLP-1

receptor agonists is dulaglutide, which showed efficacy and safety in

the AWARD clinical trial programme15-25 and the REWIND trial focus-

ing on cardiovascular outcomes.26 Injectable semaglutide is a newer

GLP-1 receptor agonist that has shown efficacy and safety in the

SUSTAIN clinical trial programme20,27-31 and a trial focusing on car-

diovascular safety.32 In one of the SUSTAIN trials with a head-to-head

design, semaglutide was superior to dulaglutide in improving

glycaemic control.31

Dulaglutide and semaglutide are both administered as weekly sub-

cutaneous injections. However, there are differences between their

injection procedures and devices. Dulaglutide is administered with a

single-dose, single-use, auto-injector pen that does not require han-

dling the needle.33 Semaglutide is administered via a multi-use,

prefilled injection pen that requires needle attachment/disposal and

dose dialing with each use.34 Previous studies have found that

patients with T2D consistently prefer injection devices that are easy

to use.35-38 Attributes of the injection device and procedures that

have been shown to contribute to patient preference include needle

handling requirements, steps for preparing the injection device, dose

frequency and overall ease of use.10,39-42

The dulaglutide and semaglutide injection devices have been com-

pared in a previous study in which preferences were based on

descriptions of the devices with images from the device instructions

for use, rather than actual experience of using the devices.43 The pri-

mary objective of the current study was to examine preference

between the dulaglutide and semaglutide injection devices after par-

ticipants had been trained to inject with both devices and then used

them to administer injections into an injection pad. The gated second-

ary objective was to compare the two devices with respect to overall

ease of use. Exploratory objectives included assessing the training

time for each device and willingness to use each device.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study design

This study, called PREFER, was an open-label, multicentre, random-

ized, crossover study assessing patient preference for the dulaglutide

single-use pen33 and the semaglutide single-patient-use pen34 (which

is used multiple times by each patient). Injection-naïve patients with

T2D were recruited at 13 clinical sites in the USA (located in Califor-

nia, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, North Carolina, North Dakota,

Pennsylvania, Texas and Virginia), including nine general practice

clinics and four endocrinology clinics. The crossover study design was

selected to allow participants to directly compare the two injection

devices. Patients were randomly assigned in a 1:1 ratio to the two

device orders (ie, either dulaglutide first or semaglutide first, followed

by the other device). The device order to which each patient was

assigned was determined by a computer-generated random sequence

and assigned using a validated interactive web response system

(IWRS). After being trained to use each device based on device

instructions for use (IFU), participants performed all steps of injection

preparation and administered mock injections into an injection pad.

The devices used in this study were the commercialized injection

pens as of 2018, containing non-modified commercial product. The

generic and brand names were visible to participants, and question-

naires used the brand names (Trulicity for dulaglutide; Ozempic for

semaglutide), which are displayed prominently on the devices. All of

the questionnaires asking about preferences or perceptions related to

the devices included colour images of the devices along with the med-

ication names to avoid any confusion regarding which device cor-

responded to each question and response option.

No active drug was administered. The participants were trained

with devices that contained the lowest available dose of each medica-

tion (dulaglutide, 0.75 mg; semaglutide, 0.25 mg) because these are

the recommended starting doses for these two products in the US

labels and because of safety concerns (eg, in case of an accidental

needle stick). However, the device procedures are virtually identical

across all drug dosages. Therefore, the study findings could be appli-

cable to other dulaglutide and semaglutide device doses, as well as

other drugs using the same devices.

2.2 | Participants

Patients meeting the following inclusion criteria were eligible: aged

≥18 years; diagnosed with T2D; self-injection-naïve to any medica-

tion; naïve to administering injectable treatments to others; currently

receiving treatment with oral medication for T2D; able to read, speak

and write in English; able and willing to provide informed consent;

and able to complete protocol requirements. Exclusion criteria

included a gestational or type 1 diabetes diagnosis; cognitive or physi-

cal difficulties that could interfere with their ability to understand

study procedures; currently enrolled in another clinical study or any

other type of medical research judged not to be scientifically or medi-

cally compatible with this study; having participated in a clinical study
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involving an investigational product within the last 30 days;

healthcare practitioner trained in giving injections; investigator, site

personnel or immediate family member of site personnel; pregnant; or

an employee of Eli Lilly, Novo Nordisk, Evidera or PPD.

Participants were required to provide written informed consent

before completing the study procedures, and all of the procedures

and materials were approved by an independent institutional review

board (Ethical and Independent Review Services, study number

18128–01). This study was conducted in accordance with the Decla-

ration of Helsinki.

2.3 | Measures

2.3.1 | Global preference item

The primary outcome measure was the global preference item, which

evaluated patient preference between the dulaglutide and

semaglutide injection devices after being trained and using both

devices. The item asked “Overall, which device do you prefer?”

Response options were Ozempic, Trulicity or No Preference. After

answering this question, participants were also asked an open-ended

question about why they selected their response, and they were per-

mitted to provide multiple reasons.

2.3.2 | Diabetes Injection Device Preference
Questionnaire

The Diabetes Injection Device Preference Questionnaire (DID-PQ)

was designed to assess patient preferences between two non-insulin

injection devices.44,45 The 10 items were developed based on qualita-

tive research with patients. Items 1 to 7 focus on specific characteris-

tics of injection delivery systems, and these seven items comprise the

device characteristics subscale. Items 8 to 10 are global items

assessing preference based on overall satisfaction, ease of use and

convenience of the injection devices. Each item is rated on a five-

point scale allowing respondents to indicate whether they prefer or

strongly prefer one of the devices over the other. For each item, par-

ticipants could also respond by selecting the “no preference”

response. These five response options are categorical, and mean

scores were not calculated. The gated secondary objective of this

study was to compare the two injection devices with regard to ease

of use as assessed by DID-PQ item 9 (“Overall ease of use”).

Responses to the other nine items were examined in exploratory

analyses.

2.3.3 | Questions on willingness to use injection
devices

Participants completed three questions about willingness to use injec-

tion devices, which were adapted from items used in a previous

study.46 The first question was administered before the device train-

ings to assess “willingness to use a diabetes medication that required

an injection for each dose”. The other two questions, administered

after both trainings and mock injections, asked about willingness to

use the dulaglutide and semaglutide injection devices.

2.3.4 | Time to train observer recording form

For interviews with time to train (TTT) assessment, an observer timed

the device trainings while watching from behind a one-way mirror.

For each device, timing started when the participant finished reading

the IFU and the interviewer began training (as described below). The

observer recorded the time required for training (including responding

to questions from participants) and the time required for mock injec-

tion (including device preparation, administering the injection and any

additional questions) on the TTT Observer Recording Form. In combi-

nation, these two time periods represented the total TTT. The

observer also recorded the number of interviewer interventions dur-

ing each mock injection. Interventions were defined as the interviewer

needing to interrupt the injection process to correct an error in device

preparation or responding to a question from a participant.

2.4 | Interview procedures

Each participant attended one study visit. After signing the informed

consent form, the order of exposure to the devices was determined

by a computer-generated random sequence using an IWRS. After

answering the question about willingness to use injectable medication,

participants were given the IFU (from the Food and Drug

Administration-approved package insert) for the first device and

instructed to read it. They were informed that they would be able to

refer to the IFU throughout the training and mock injection. When

participants indicated that they had finished reading the IFU, the

interviewers began training them in how to prepare the injection

device and administer the injection following a standardized training

guide, which was developed based on the IFU for each device. During

the training, the interviewer showed participants each step of prepar-

ing and using the injection device. Participants were permitted to ask

questions during the training. After the training was complete and par-

ticipants had no further questions, they were asked to perform the

complete process of device preparation and mock injection into the

injection pad.

Interviewers were trained to evaluate critical steps of the injection

process. Critical steps for semaglutide based on the IFU34 included:

remove the pen cap; push the needle straight onto the pen and turn it

until it is on tight; remove the outer and inner needle caps; turn the

dose selector until the dose counter shows the flow check symbol;

press and hold the dose button until the dose counter shows 0 and a

drop of medication appears at the needle tip; if no drop appears,

repeat the flow check until a drop appears (up to six times); select the

dose, and continue turning the dose selector until the dose counter

shows 0.25; insert the needle into the pad; press and hold the dose

button until the dose counter shows 0; slowly count to six; remove

the needle from the pad; and remove the needle from the pen (capped

or uncapped). Critical steps for dulaglutide based on the IFU33

included: remove the base cap; place the device on the injection site;
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unlock the device; press the button and hold the device in place until

the grey plunger is visible; and remove it from the injection site.

If participants skipped a critical step or performed a step incor-

rectly, they were retrained in that particular step so that they could

repeat it. Training on each device was considered complete after a

participant had successfully performed each critical step and had no

further questions. Between training on the first and second devices,

participants completed the demographic form. Other questionnaires

were administered after completing both device trainings and mock

injections.

Four clinical sites were selected (based on availability of an obser-

vation room with a one-way mirror) as a subset for assessment of

TTT. All of the participants from these sites were included in the TTT

assessment. Interview procedures were identical to those at the other

sites, but interviews were conducted in a room with a one-way mirror

so that an observer could watch the interviews from behind the mirror

and record the time required for each device.

2.5 | Pilot study

A pilot study was conducted to evaluate training procedures for each

device and refine the training approach. Pilot study interviews were

conducted with 16 participants with T2D. Based on interviewer expe-

rience and respondent feedback, the device training procedures were

refined and streamlined to maximize clarity. Pilot study data were not

included in the main analysis.

2.6 | Statistical analysis

Analyses were performed on the evaluable sample, which included

participants who had (i) been randomized to a device order, (ii) been

exposed to both devices via demonstration regardless of whether

they successfully completed the mock injection and (iii) completed the

global preference item. No imputations were performed for missing

data. All statistical tests were two-sided with a significance level of

5%. Descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, range and fre-

quency) were used to summarize demographic and clinical characteris-

tics, as well as responses to all questionnaires.

For the primary analysis, the Prescott test was used to determine

whether there was a statistically significant difference in preference

between the semaglutide and dulaglutide devices as indicated by

responses to the global preference item, while accounting for neutral

responses and the order of the two devices.47,48 A serial gatekeeping

strategy was used to control for type 1 error for the primary and

gated secondary objectives.49 The gated secondary hypothesis was

planned to be tested only if the primary null hypothesis (ie, that there

was no difference in preference between the dulaglutide and

semaglutide devices) was rejected.

The analysis of the gated secondary objective used the Prescott

test to determine whether there was a statistically significant differ-

ence in perceptions of ease of use between the devices, using

responses to item 9 of the DID-PQ. For this analysis, the five

response options of the DID-PQ were collapsed into three response

options (responses indicating “prefer” and “strongly prefer” were com-

bined for each device). As exploratory analyses, the Prescott test was

also used to examine device preference as indicated by the other nine

items of the DID-PQ.

As a further exploratory analysis, the TTT for each device was

compared using a linear mixed model. The model included device

(either dulaglutide device or semaglutide device), sequence (either

dulaglutide-semaglutide or semaglutide-dulaglutide) and period (either

trained first or trained second) as fixed effects and patient as a ran-

dom effect.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Sample characteristics

A total of 312 participants were enrolled, but two were found to be

ineligible after randomization because they were not injection-naïve.

Therefore, a total of 310 evaluable participants were included in the

sample. Half (n = 155) were randomized to each group (ie, either dul-

aglutide first or semaglutide first). Mean age was 60.0 years, 48.4%

were female and 50% were white (Table 1).

The most common oral medications were metformin (82.9%),

combination pills (11.3%) and dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4) inhibi-

tors (6.5%). The most commonly reported co-morbid conditions were

hypertension (38.1%), arthritis (28.4%), depression (15.8%), heart

attack/disease (7.4%) and cancer (7.1%). There were no significant

demographic differences between the two randomization groups. The

only significant clinical difference between the groups was that the

semaglutide-first group had a slightly higher rate of hypertension than

the dulaglutide-first group (44.5% vs. 31.6%; P = 0.0261).

3.2 | Device preference

Based on responses to the global preference item, the dulaglutide

injection device was preferred by 84.2% of participants, while 12.3%

of participants preferred the semaglutide device and 3.5% reported

no preference between the injection devices (Figure 1). The difference

in preference between the dulaglutide and semaglutide devices was

statistically significant (P < 0.0001), while accounting for neutral

responses.

When asked for an explanation of why they preferred one device

over the other, most participants provided multiple reasons. The

261 participants who expressed a preference for the dulaglutide

device most commonly reported the device's ease of use (n = 242,

92.7%), reasons related to the needle (eg, the needle is preattached,

not visible and does not need to be handled; n = 87, 33.3%) and the

ease of learning to use the device (n = 46, 17.6%). Among the 38 par-

ticipants who expressed a preference for the semaglutide device, the

most common reasons were that the device can be used multiple

times (n = 15, 39.5%), its ease of use (n = 10, 26.3%) and less genera-

tion of plastic waste (ie, because it is a multi-use device;

n = 10, 26.3%).
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When asked about “overall ease of using the injection device”

(DID-PQ item 9), 86.8% of participants preferred the dulaglutide

device, compared with 6.8% preferring the semaglutide device and

6.5% reporting no preference (Figure 1). This difference between

the devices was statistically significant (P < 0.0001). Responses to

all other items of the DID-PQ followed similar patterns with statisti-

cally significant results favouring dulaglutide (Table 2; all

P < 0.0001).

TABLE 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics

Randomization groups

Total evaluable

sample N = 310

Dulaglutide device

first N = 155

Semaglutide device

first N = 155

Age, years (mean, SD) 60.0 (10.86) 60.5 (11.43) 59.5 (10.28)

Minimum-maximum (30–86) (34–86) (30–83)

Gender, female (n, %) 150 (48.4%) 68 (43.9%) 82 (52.9%)

Ethnicity: Hispanic or Latino (n, %)a 39 (12.6%) 19 (12.3%) 20 (12.9%)

Racial background (n, %)

Asian 10 (3.2%) 7 (4.5%) 3 (1.9%)

Black or African American 105 (33.9%) 52 (33.5%) 53 (34.2%)

White 155 (50.0%) 79 (51.0%) 76 (49.0%)

Otherb 40 (12.9%) 17 (11.0%) 23 (14.8%)

Employment status (n, %)

Full-time work 106 (34.2%) 57 (36.8%) 49 (31.6%)

Part-time work 43 (13.9%) 17 (11.0%) 26 (16.8%)

Retired 98 (31.6%) 55 (35.5%) 43 (27.7%)

Disabled 39 (12.6%) 18 (11.6%) 21 (13.5%)

Otherc 24 (7.7%) 8 (5.2%) 16 (10.3%)

Education level (n, %)

No college degree 201 (64.8%) 102 (65.8%) 99 (63.9%)

College degree 109 (35.2%) 53 (34.2%) 56 (36.1%)

Type of clinical recruitment site

General practice 242 (78.1%) 120 (77.4%) 122 (78.7%)

Specialist 68 (21.9%) 35 (22.6%) 33 (21.3%)

Duration of diabetes (mean years, SD) 8.06 (6.76) 8.52 (7.03) 7.61 (6.47)

Current oral medication to treat type 2 diabetes (n, %)

Sulfonylureas 74 (23.9%) 40 (25.8%) 34 (21.9%)

Biguanide 257 (82.9%) 130 (83.9%) 127 (81.9%)

DPP-4 inhibitors 20 (6.5%) 11 (7.1%) 9 (5.8%)

SGLT2 inhibitors 17 (5.5%) 10 (6.5%) 7 (4.5%)

Thiazolidinediones 7 (2.3%) 5 (3.2%) 2 (1.3%)

Combination pills 35 (11.3%) 15 (9.7%) 20 (12.9%)

Most recent HbA1c value

Patients with HbA1c data (n, %) 304 (98.1%) 150 (48.4%) 154 (49.7%)

Mean (SD) 7.29 (1.42) 7.24 (1.35) 7.34 (1.48)

Abbreviations: DPP-4 inhibitors, dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitors; SGLT2 inhibitors, sodium-glucose co-transporter-2 inhibitors; SD, standard deviation.
aOf the 39 participants with Hispanic or Latino ethnicity, 14 were white and 25 were ‘other’ race.
bRace ‘other’ was self-reported as follows: American Indian or Alaska Native (n = 3); American Indian or Alaska Native + black or African American + white

(n = 2); American Indian or Alaska Native + white (n = 3); Asian + black or African American (n = 1); American Indian or Alaska Native + black or African

American (n = 1); native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander (n = 1); Hispanic or Hispanic American (n = 14); Indian (n = 1); Italian (n = 1); Latin (n = 1);

Mediterranean (n = 1); Mexican (n = 5); Middle Eastern (n = 1); Puerto Rican (n = 1); mix with Caucasian/Indian (n = 1); not specified (n = 3).
cEmployment ‘other’ was self-reported as follows: homemaker/housewife (n = 9); student (n = 1); unemployed (n = 8); stay-at-home parent (n = 4);

self-employed (n = 2).
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3.3 | Willingness to use injection devices

Willingness to use injection devices is presented in Figure 2. Prior to

receiving training on the two injection devices, a total of 65.2% of par-

ticipants reported that they would be willing (ie, very willing or some-

what willing) to use a diabetes medication that required a self-

injection for each dose, while 18.7% were neutral and 16.1% were not

willing (ie, not willing or somewhat not willing). Following the device

trainings and mock injections, 93.5% of participants were willing to

use the dulaglutide device while 3.5% were unwilling. In contrast,

45.8% were willing to use the semaglutide device and 34.8% were not

willing.

3.4 | TTT

The TTT subgroup included 78 participants (dulaglutide first, 37;

semaglutide first, 41). The mean total time for training and mock

Primary Outcome: Global Preference Item 
(“Overall, which device do you prefer?”)

84.2%
(n = 261)

3.5%
(n = 11)

12.3%
(n = 38)

Strongly Prefer Dulaglutide Device

Prefer Dulaglutide Device

No Preference

Prefer Semaglutide Device

Strongly Prefer Semaglutide Device 

64.8%
(n = 201)

21.9%
(n = 68)

6.5%
(n = 20)

2.3%
(n = 7)

4.5%
(n = 14)

Gated Secondary Outcome: DID-PQ Item 9 
(“Overall ease of using the injection device”)

Prefer Dulaglutide Device

No Preference

Prefer Semaglutide Device

F IGURE 1 Patient preference
between the dulaglutide and semaglutide
injection devices (N = 310).
Abbreviation: DID-PQ, Diabetes Injection
Device Preference Questionnaire

TABLE 2 Responses to each item of the Diabetes Injection Device Preference Questionnaire (DID-PQ) (N = 310a)

Response frequency, n (%)

Item

Strongly prefer

dulaglutide
device

Prefer

dulaglutide
device

No
preference

Prefer

semaglutide
device

Strongly prefer

semaglutide
device

1. Ease of preparing the injection device and

medication for use

180 (58.1%) 100 (32.3%) 8 (2.6%) 10 (3.2%) 12 (3.9%)

2. Ease of fitting the injection into your routine 158 (51.0%) 77 (24.8%) 50 (16.1%) 10 (3.2%) 15 (4.8%)

3. Ease of bringing the injection device with you

when it is necessary to inject away from home

138 (44.5%) 81 (26.1%) 50 (16.1%) 19 (6.1%) 22 (7.1%)

4. Confidence that the injection device provides the

correct dose of medication every time

148 (47.7%) 86 (27.7%) 40 (12.9%) 17 (5.5%) 19 (6.1%)

5. Confidence that you are using the injection device

correctly

160 (51.6%) 85 (27.4%) 40 (12.9%) 9 (2.9%) 15 (4.8%)

6. The size of the needle 106 (34.2%) 53 (17.1%) 121 (39.0%) 13 (4.2%) 16 (5.2%)

7. The time it takes to prepare and inject each dose

of medication

187 (60.3%) 83 (26.8%) 24 (7.7%) 5 (1.6%) 10 (3.2%)

8. Overall satisfaction with the injection device 178 (57.4%) 77 (24.8%) 25 (8.1%) 11 (3.5%) 19 (6.1%)

9. Overall ease of using the injection device (gated

secondary outcome)

201 (64.8%) 68 (21.9%) 20 (6.5%) 7 (2.3%) 14 (4.5%)

10. Overall convenience of using the injection

device

197 (63.5%) 70 (22.6%) 17 (5.5%) 8 (2.6%) 18 (5.8%)

aAll 310 participants responded to items 1 to 4 and 8 to 10. There was one missing response for items 5, 6 and 7.
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injections with the semaglutide device was approximately 2.4 times

longer than the dulaglutide device (8.14 vs. 3.38 minutes; P < 0.0001).

Figure 3 presents the total TTT and separate times for the training

and mock injection.

The semaglutide device required more interviewer interventions

than the dulaglutide device during the mock injections (means: 3.10

vs. 0.69). Over half of the patients in the TTT subgroup (n = 43,

55.1%) required no interviewer intervention during the mock injection

with the dulaglutide device, while 11.5% (n = 9) required no interven-

tion with the semaglutide device.

4 | DISCUSSION

In this controlled study with a randomized crossover design, signifi-

cantly more participants with T2D preferred the dulaglutide device

than the semaglutide device (84.2% vs. 12.3%). When asked which

device had greater ease of use, significantly more chose the dul-

aglutide device than the semaglutide device (86.8% vs. 6.8%).

These findings are consistent with those from four previous stud-

ies comparing the dulaglutide device to either the semaglutide device

or the very similar liraglutide device, despite differences in study

methods.36,37,43,50 The dulaglutide device was preferred over the

comparator device by 83.1% to 94.5% of participants in three studies,

in which patients learned about the devices from written descriptions

accompanied by illustrations or videos.36,37,43 In another study with a

group of 58 patients who had used the dulaglutide and liraglutide

devices, patients were asked to compare their current device to their

previous treatment, which was discontinued over a year earlier on

average. The dulaglutide device was perceived to have greater ease of

use by 70.7% of patients.50 In contrast, the current study had a rigor-

ous randomized crossover design in which each patient was trained

based on the approved IFUs to prepare and use both injection devices

immediately prior to performing injections with the actual devices.

This study design randomized device order, avoided recall bias and

202
(65.2%)

58
(18.7%)

50
(16.1%)

142
(45.8%)

60
(19.4%)

108
(34.8%)

BEFORE DEVICE TRAINING

AFTER DEVICE TRAINING

Very Willing/Somewhat Willing

Neutral

Not Willing/Somewhat Not Willing

Would you be willing to use a diabetes medication that
required you to give yourself an injection for each dose?a

Semaglutide: How willing would you be to use the 
Ozempic injection device?b

Dulaglutide: How willing would you be to use the 
Trulicity injection device?c

290
(93.5%)

9 (2.9%)

11 (3.5%)

F IGURE 2 Willingness to use
injection devices (N = 310).
a Willing includes “somewhat willing”
(34.5%) and “very willing” (30.6%); Not
willing includes “somewhat not willing”
(6.5%) and “not willing” (9.7%).
b Willing includes “somewhat willing”
(32.6%) and “very willing” (13.2%); Not
willing includes “somewhat not willing”
(18.7%) and “not willing” (16.1%).
c Willing includes “somewhat willing”
(19.7%) and “very willing” (73.9%); Not
willing includes “somewhat not willing”
(2.3%) and “not willing” (1.3%)
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Total Time to Train 
= 8.14 min
(SD = 3.13)
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(SD = 1.06)

P < 0.0001b

Time for Interviewer Training

Time for Mock Injections and Possible Additional Questions 

F IGURE 3 Time to traina on the dulaglutide and semaglutide
injection devices (N = 78).
Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.
a The training procedures were based on the instructions for use
included as a package insert with each device.
b The P-value is based on a linear mixed model comparing time to
train for dulaglutide and semaglutide. The model included device,
sequence and period as fixed effects, and patient as a random effect.
Sequence effect (P-value = 0.93) and period effect (P-value = 0.61)
were not significant
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ensured that all participants had a good understanding of both devices

when stating their preferences.

Only one published study, a discrete choice experiment (DCE),

contradicts the current results by reporting no significant difference in

preference between the dulaglutide and semaglutide devices.51 Par-

ticipants in this DCE were given brief device descriptions without any

further information (“single-use, disposable prefilled pen, with no dose

adjustment possible” and “multi-dose prefilled pen, used with dispos-

able injection needles, with dose adjustment possible”). With these

minimal descriptions, respondents may not have understood the dif-

ferences in procedures for preparing the injection devices and admin-

istering injections. Therefore, the non-significant result in this DCE

may not be an accurate representation of preference between these

two devices.

Exploratory outcomes revealed other advantages of the dul-

aglutide device. After both mock injections, more participants were

willing to use the dulaglutide device (93.5%) than the semaglutide

device (45.8%), while more were unwilling to use the semaglutide

device (34.8%) than the dulaglutide device (3.5%). This injection-naïve

sample represents the type of patient who could benefit from inject-

able medication if they fail to maintain glycaemic control with oral

treatment. With patients like these, reluctance to initiate injectable

medication is a potential barrier to effective treatment.52-55 If patients

are more willing to use a device, they may be more likely to initiate

injectable therapy and remain adherent to treatment. Therefore, a

device that patients are more willing to use could help them achieve

and maintain glycaemic control, which is associated with improved

health outcomes and a reduced risk of diabetes-related

complications.1,2

The shorter training time for participants to learn to use the dul-

aglutide device, which was significantly less than the training time for

the semaglutide device (3.38 vs. 8.14 minutes; P < 0.0001), is highly

relevant for busy clinical practices where care must be delivered

quickly. A shorter training time could improve office flow by improv-

ing efficiency as medical professionals help their patients make the

transition to injectable treatment.

When interpreting this study's findings, it is important to remem-

ber that all of the results relate only to the injection devices and injec-

tion processes. These findings may inform clinical decisions when

choosing among medications delivered via different injection devices.

Because preferences were related to the devices rather than the med-

ications, the current results could be relevant to other medications

delivered via these injection devices. However, when selecting a

treatment for individual patients, device preference must be consid-

ered in the context of other factors such as efficacy, safety, cost-

effectiveness and any potential risks of the device or medication. In

the current study, participants were not exposed to treatment or pro-

vided information about these other treatment attributes that might

influence patient preference in real-world clinical settings. Therefore,

treatment decisions should not be made solely on the basis of the cur-

rent results. Instead, clinicians should consider injection device prefer-

ence in combination with efficacy, safety and other potentially

important treatment attributes.

Some study limitations should be considered. First, it should be

noted that participants used each device only once, and the degree to

which preferences would remain stable after long-term repeated use

is unknown. It is possible that the strength of preference for one

device over another could decrease over time as patients become

more familiar with the devices. Second, participants injected medica-

tion into an injection pad, and it is not known whether preferences

would be different if they had injected themselves instead. For exam-

ple, there could be aspects of injection comfort related to factors such

as the size of the needle or volume of liquid that are not apparent

while performing a mock injection into an injection pad. Third, the

injection devices were not blinded. Therefore, it is possible that

responses could have been biased by the labelling, package design or

prior knowledge about either medication. Fourth, although the sample

was geographically and racially diverse within the USA, generalizability

to other countries is unknown. It is possible that patients from other

locations or cultures could have different preferences.

Overall, the PREFER study was a controlled randomized crossover

study that highlights advantages of the dulaglutide device with regard

to patient preference, ease of use, willingness to inject and time

required for injection device training. This is the first study to examine

these device preferences in a large sample using rigorous controlled

clinical trial methods, and the results were consistent with previous

research using different methodology. Although the study outcomes

focused on the device rather than the clinical effects of the medica-

tion, the results may have important clinical implications. If patients

prefer a device, perceive it as easy to use, and are more willing to use

it, they may adopt injectable medication more easily. Further research

is needed to examine the links between preference, adherence and

outcomes in patients with T2D.
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